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The National Black Church Initiative Declares
That God has Pulled Back The Satin Sheets On
The Wicked Predatory Sexual Culture Of
Hollywood
God is punishing them for supporting homosexuals and their own immorality

Washington DC – The National Black Church Initiative (NBCI) a faith-based coalition of
34,000 churches comprised of 15 denominations and 15.7 million African Americans, denounces
the Hollywood culture as the epitome of immorality. This is no surprise to the Church, what has
occurred with all of these producers, directors and actors who have been accused of sexual
impropriety against tens of hundreds of women. This is the type of culture that Hollywood
promotes and so when the dam broke, with all of these big Hollywood names being accused of
sexual harassments and sexual predatory actions, who can be surprised?
The list sounds like a who is who of Hollywood. Producer Harvey Weinstein has been accused
by dozens of women of sexual harassment or sexual assaults, including rape. Celebrity chef John
Besh has been accused by 25 women of sexual harassment. He has stepped down from the
company he founded. Comedian Louis C.K. has been accused by five women of sexual
misconduct. He has acknowledged the allegations are true and has apologized. Cinefamily
executives Hadrian Belove and Shadie Elnashai were accused of sexual misconduct. Actor
Richard Dreyfuss has been accused by one woman to have committed sexual harassment.
Director and producer Gary Goddard has been accused by one man of sexually molesting him
when the man was 12. Actor Dustin Hoffman has been accused by a woman of sexual harassing
when she was 17.

Showrunner Andrew Kreisberg has been accused by 19 women of sexual harassment and
inappropriate touching. The "Supergirl" and "Arrow" showrunner has been suspended by Warner
Bros. Television Group. Actor Jeremy Piven has been accused by three women of sexual
misconduct. Filmmaker Brett Ratner has been accused by at least six women of sexual
harassment. Actor Steven Seagal has been accused by two women of rape. Actor Tom Sizemore
has been accused of groping an 11-year-old actress in 2003. Actor Kevin Spacey has been
accused by at least 24 men of sexual misconduct or assault. Writer and director James Toback
has been accused by hundreds of women of sexual harassment. "Mad Men" creator Matthew
Weiner has been accused by one woman of sexual harassment. Actor Ed Westwick has been
accused by two women of sexual assault. Actor Jeffrey Tambor has recently been accused by
two women, an actress on his show "Transparent" and his former assistant, allege sexual
misconduct. And the list goes on.
What the Church is concerned by here, again, is the issue of allegations. All of these have been
allegations, almost none of these have been proven. Only the comedian Louis C. K. has
confessed to his actions. The Church applauds his truthfulness and asks him to make amends and
repent for the Kingdom of God is at hand. Everyone else is hiring lawyers, consulting with
public relations specialists and approaching this as another test of their character as opposed to
how rotten they are inside as human beings.
Rev. Anthony Evans, President of the National Black Church Initiative says, “The Church,
especially the Black Church condemns sexual immorality on all of those who have participated
in sexual immorality. Again, I do not like the notion that someone can accuse you and ruin your
life. It is against Biblical teachings and the teachings of our laws because an accusation does not
mean guilt. But, the Church expresses the most sincere and loving commitment to Christian
women and all the women in Hollywood who have been stained by this predatory culture. We
simply ask them to choose another profession. The Church will not automatically take the
women’s position in this one because largely, a great amount of these women in Hollywood
support immorality because they are either a part of or support the gay culture and lifestyle. The
Bible also says you should reap what you sow.
For those who have been victimized by this culture, and did not participate whatsoever, the
Church urges you to become part of the Church. You cannot be a part of Sodom and Gomorrah
and expect not to be stained in some way. Most of the women involved here do not have the
character of Mary or Ester. This is why the Church cannot totally defend them. Many of them
have the character of Eve, on the one hand they want the Church to denounce sexual immorality
applied to them, while they support sexual immorality when it comes down to supporting
homosexual culture and gay marriage. What a moral contradiction of them all. This is why
Hollywood is a den of iniquity and no condemnation from the Church is going to make it any
more righteous than it presently will never be.”

That being said, the Church is curious that the only people being sued are white and rich men.
The question needs to be asked, have any of these actresses ever been assaulted by poor men and
why are they not naming them? It is obvious, because those men have no money and there is no
way those actresses can get any positive press by suing a poor man. That leaves the Church to
wonder again. This is 2017, we have some of the strongest, fiercest, well-educated and toughest
women in the world. The way that they present themselves is that they did everything the man
asked them to do as opposed to strongly objecting to their physical and emotional sexual
advancement.
The Church says, how can they be strong on one hand and so weak on the other? Something just
does not add up. The question needs to be honestly applied to them as well, what did they get out
of the deal and why are they now taking the public advantage on these men? Because it is the in
thing to do? The Church is in no way minimizing the sexual trauma that each of these women
went through if they actually went through it, but all of these women should be honest with
themselves, that this could have been a quid pro quo and we are only hearing on side of the story.
Again, the majority of these are merely accusations and there has been no evidence to the
contrary.
The Bible says that all have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God. It did not say just man, it
said all, women and men. Women in Hollywood have not lived such a pristine and holy life. We
see countless examples of their sexual escapades on video tapes and on the web. Matter of fact it
was fashionable, if you wanted to be popular in Hollywood, to release a sex tape. This is why the
Church cannot take all of these accusations at face value.
So, our message to men and women in Hollywood, repent because the Kingdom of God is at
hand and those who align should be exposed and those who are telling the truth they shall be
healed only if they confess Jesus the Christ. This is why we say God is taking he satin sheets off
everyone in Hollywood, not just men.
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